
Envision Wildomar 2040

Fun recreational activities for all ages (6)
Maintaining rural feel (5)
Performing Arts Center (4)
Variety of employment (4)
Affordable and senior housing (3)
Better infrastructure (3)

(x) Indicates number of votes or comments

WHAT LAND USES ARE MISSING IN WILDOMAR? HOW DOES WILDOMAR MOVE?

I LOVE WILDOMAR BECAUSE....

Summary of Workshop #1

In July 2022, the City of Wildomar hosted the first citywide workshops to solicit input 
from the community on the update of the City’s General Plan. An in-person workshop 
held at the Corporate Room on July 14th was attended by approximately 15-20 
community members. A virtual workshop, covering the same content, was hosted on 
Zoom on July 19th and attracted 18 community members. Both workshops included a 
presentation followed by four interactive activities that asked the following questions:
 
• Where is the Heart of Wildomar?
• What land uses are missing in Wildomar?
• How does Wildomar move?
• What do you love about Wildomar?

This board highlights key takeaways from the first community workshop. A detailed 
report of findings can be found at envisionwildomar2040.com

Beautiful Views (7)
Trails (6)
Places for recreation in nature (5)
Open space (5)
Protection of plants and animals (4)

(x) Indicates number of votes or comments
“relaxed pace”

“[I] love the quiet”

“the landscape tells a story!”

“the beautiful trails”

“my friends, biking, and hiking”

“biking trails”

“of its people!”

“I work here and I love the people!”

“of the beautiful mountain views and the 
friendly, helpful people!”

“open space and clear sky”

“of the small town community feel!”

Trails (9)
Outdoor performance spaces (8)
Outdoor gathering spaces (7)
Sports fields and playgrounds (4)

(x) Indicates number of votes or comments

Comments related to mobility primarily focused 
on improving pedestrian safety, especially on 
Palomar Street and Clinton Keith Road.

WHERE IS THE HEART OF WILDOMAR?

Two areas were primarily suggested as the Heart of Wildomar: 
• Clinton Keith Road and 15 Freeway

This intersection includes a variety of eateries and shops 
to support some of the everyday needs of residents.

• Palomar St and Wildomar Trail
This intersection includes Wildomar Elementary School, 
the Historic Bell, a post office, transit stops, a market, 
eateries, and stores.

WHAT TYPES OF PARKS AND RECREATION DO YOU 
WANT TO SEE IN WILDOMAR?

WHAT MAKES OPEN SPACE SPECIAL IN WILDOMAR?

OVERVIEW

The following phrases are participants’ responses to the 
I Love Wildomar activity, which prompted community 
members to complete the sentence “I love Wildomar 
because...”


